TAIPEI/TAICHUNG
+ XITOU FOREST RECREATIONAL AREA

Tour Code: WKW-2

6D5N

Schedule:

D1 ARRIVAL TAOUYAN (MO/B/D)
- South Garden Hotel & Resort
(Please bring along own swimsuit & cap)

D2 TAOUYAN/NANTOU (B/L/D)
- Xitou Forest Recreational Area
- Xitou Monster Village
- Stay at Xitou Leisure Resort

D3 NANTOU/TAICHUNG (B/L/D)
- Sun Moon Lake (Include boat ride & Wen Wu Temple)
- SALICO FOODS~ King Garden
- FengJia Night Market

D4 TAICHUNG/TAIPEI (B/L/P)
- Taipei 101 Shopping Mall
- Fisherman's Wharf
- Danshui Old Street
- Local Product Shop (Royal Jelly & LinZi Tea House)
- Shihlin Night Market

D5 TAIPEI (B/D)
- Shihfen Old Street
- Chiufen
- CKS Shihlin Official Residence
- Pixie Museum
- Xi Men Ding

D6 TAIPEI – DEPARTURE (B/MOB)

Tourist Attractions:

TAIPEI
- XiMenDing - Ximending has been called the "Harajuku of Taipei" and the "Shibuya of Taipei". Ximending is the source of Taiwan's fashion, subculture, and Japanese culture.
- Chiufen - A place where you get a chance to taste the local snacks and foods of Taiwan such as Taro and Sweet Potato Ball etc.
- Shihfen Old Street - Although the Shihfen Old Street does not necessarily attract tourists due to its traditional architecture, it does boast the unique attribute of serving as the only old street in Taiwan, which trains pass through on a daily basis. As they happily enjoy delicious home-cooked noodles, visitors can enjoy the sight of trains passing along the unfenced railway gates. (Sky Lantern on Own Expenses)
- Taipei 101 Shopping Mall - the Taipei 101 Mall gathers the world's top brands to create a high-end shopping experience.
- CKS Shihlin Residence Garden - the ground area can be divided into two parts of garden and official residence as known as former President Chiang KaiShek and Madame Chaing Soong Melling residence. But now is currently open for public tour.
- Fisherman's Wharf - Magnificent floating piers and a spacious park, with a bridge in the shape of a boat spanning across the harbour and a wooden path stretching over 300 metres at the waterfront.
- Dan Shui Old Street - This place can surely fulfill your desire with its surrounded beautiful coffee shops and restaurants located next to riverbanks. Besides, a variety of Taiwanese snacks and traditional dishes will surely arouse your appetite.
- Shihlin Night Market - Considered to be the largest and most famous night market in the city. Great place of local handicrafts, clothes, toys, tasty local snacks and souvenirs.

NANTOU
- Xitou Forest Recreational Area - One of the concave valleys surrounded by mountains in three sides. Visit The Landmark of Xitou - University Pond. Originally, University Pond was created to keep logs moist. Later, the pond became the representative landmark of Xitou. The pond is frog heaven in spring and summer. Giant Tree - There is a huge boulder inside the Giant Tree. Although the center is mostly rotted out and hollow, the giant tree lives on, a testament to the tenacity of life.
- Sun Moon Lake Scenic Area - Boat ride on Sun Moon Lake, this lake is famous for its clarity, sparkling blue water set against a picturesque mountain backdrop. This is the largest lake in Taiwan and a traditional spot for newly-weds to take their honeymoon. Further, visit Wenwu Temple.
- Wenwu Temple - This monumental temple, built in China's Northern Dynasty style and is a famous temple that sits on the surrounding Sun Moon Lake which is one of the popular tourist destinations in Taiwan.
- SALICO FOODS - King Garden - visitors can buy several desserts and snacks here and in front of the castle, the big chess is a good place to take photo.

TAICHUNG
- FengJia Night Market - Due to nearby famous university, therefore lots of modern fashion, snacks, and etc you can find here.

Travel Agent:

Golden Tropics Travel & Tours Sdn Bhd 东风旅游有限公司
(Co.No.624552-U, KKKP-4108, GST Reg.No.000352829440)
30-G, Jalan Danau Lumayan 1, Bandar Sri Permaisuri, 56000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: 603-9174 6888 Fax: 603-9174 7888 Email: info@goldentropics.com.my
Web: www.goldentropics.com.my